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Run #976– Nov. 16th, 2017
Hare(s): Capt’ Pissup
Location: Behind dumpster @7/11
Prelube: East 40th
On On: East 40th
Scribe: Chips A Whore

He threatened us with not leading us to the hash
hold. It seemed like hours of deliberation weighing
pissing the runners off at the expense of not getting
beer. In the end we had to make a choice knowing
the runners were very competent and would find
their way.
Off we went in the opposite direction and got to
see the Capt’s new invention in action as he set
trail while we walked. He told us that he had
already set trail but we struggled to find the
sporadic marks he bragged about. I will say as far
as walks go the scenery was great and the company
was also great. Wee Little Bladder, Don’t Know
Dick, Cum See My Box and Capt Pissup were a
hoot as we trekked through the trail system and
made our way to Rotary Park.

I arrived late to the prelube at East 40th and as I pulled
up I saw a person standing out behind the 7-11
freezing their ass off. As the good natured hasher I am
I went over to check on them and low and behold it
was not some unfortunate person but it was the long
lost Capt Pissup, oh yeah he is the hare for this run. I
asked him why he was not in the pub with the others
and he told me he didn’t want anyone to steal his new
curtain rod adjustable hash flour-dispensing can with
turn crank adjustable height function. He could not go
into the pub with it and didn’t want to risk someone
stealing his design before patents released. It was
quite a clever invention. As the prelubers emptied out
of East 40th and the circle formed we were pleased to
see a great turnout including a virgin – Julia. This
night had well over a dozen runners and only 5
walkers. Capt Pissup showed up the markings,
appointed me scribe and sent the runners off ON
ARROW to the southeast.

I continually looked back for the runners to see
when they would catch up to us all this did for me
was strain my neck as we arrived at the Hash Hold.
We saw runners across the street and screamed
HASH HOLD many times but they kept staring at
us. Turns out there were a competitive running
group who probably doesn’t even like beer…….
Capt unconcerned with missing runners grabbed a
full jerry can of gas and sparked up a massive
bonfire.
Don’t Know Dick became jealous from her recent
corn maze where she forgot her lighter to start her
fire. The Capt does not piss around!!!

Tonight I was walking and soon after the runners got
out of sight Capt Pissup forced us to erase the arrow
he drew and he put a new one down pointing the exact
opposite direction.
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We had delicious beer, chips, shots, orange food
group and countless other items. He really went all
out we were in a euphoric state of mind when a phone
call came in.

Christmas Party 2017

Apparently the runners got lost. We had to disclose
where we were and they refused to finish trail. We
spent another 20 minutes down there each had
another beer and relaxed enjoying our hash hold.
Capt arranged for a limo back to the start of the run
so we jumped in and made our way back. When we
pulled up there was a group of hashers who did not
look happy. The Capt was punished for lack of flour
on the running trail (although I saw him use quite a
bit setting trail while we walked) he was rewarded for
setting such a great walking trail. Pucker was given
phantom drinks for her birthday and for getting lost.
Slippery was doused for leading everyone on trail
that was actually paint set down from the city. Cum
Honor kept the circle up quick as the runners were
quite cold.

Please send $10 bucks to
rachlea27@gmail.com

December 1st 6pm to-very late

Bring $20 gift for the gift exchange if you want to
participate.

Just $10 bucks for turkey, fun, and
dancing!

ONON to East 40th and free pizza.
Many showed at the ONON including Nail Me and
Flying Low.
A great end to great walk, happy I didn’t run
tonight!!!
Walk of the Year!!
ONON Chips

Upcoming Runs

Run #977 - Nov 23, 2017
Hare(s): Pole Her Express
Location: Balmoral Church 2700 55 St.
Prelube: Elephant and Castle
On On: Chillabongs
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